Transformation-based optimizers that explore a search space exhaustively usually apply all possible transformation rules on each alternative, and stop when no new information is produced. In general, di erent sequences of transformation rules may end up deriving the same element. The optimizer must detect and discard these duplicate elements generated by multiple paths.
Introduction
Transformation-based query optimizers have been proposed as a modular, extensible tool to incorporate easily new operators and execution alternatives in the query optimization process GCD + 
94].
But note that, in general, the same execution plan can be derived through di erent sequences of transformation rules, leading to duplicates. Duplicates are not an issue for strategies that explore only a small fragment of the search space, especially if the elements are generated probabilistically, because it is unlikely that the same element be generate Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference on Database Systems for Advanced Applications, Melbourne, Australia, April 1{4, 1997. twice SG88, IK90, IK91, GLPK94] . However, for optimizers that generate the complete space of alternatives, dealing with duplicates is crucial.
To generate the complete space of alternatives, the general algorithm is to maintain a set of visited plans. All transformation rules are applied on visited plans, adding the results to the set if they are new. When no new plans can be generated, we have explored the complete search space (provided the set of transformation rules is complete). Every time a duplicate plan is found, the time that it took to generate it and then nd it in the set of visited plans is part of the overhead of a generic transformation-based search.
How expensive is this overhead? How frequently are we generating duplicates? We re ne our analysis of duplicates later on, for a more realistic optimization framework. For now, consider the following simple graph model to get a sense of the dimension of the problem. The number of duplicates generated depends on the the size of the search space, n, and the number of neighbors, b i , of each state s i (a state s j is a neighbor of s i if there is a transformation rule that generates s j from s i ).
Trying each transformation results in generating:
P n i=1 b i states. Assuming the number of neighbors for each state is the same (b = b 1 = : : : = b n ) we get b n generated states. Since there are only n states, the number of duplicates generated is n (b ? 1).
Only 1 out of every b plans generated is new, and In particular, in a query joining 5 relations, each operator tree has 4 to 7 neighbors, using the \standard" associativity and commutativity rules to generate all \bushy" join orders. If we explore the space of alternatives for this query exhaustively, detecting and discarding duplicates, then we'll be discarding between 75% and 86% of all plans we generate! For larger queries, the number of neighbors of each plan increases, and so does the proportion of duplicates.
In this paper we show that it is possible to generate the space e ciently | i.e. without generating duplicates | within the framework of an extensible transformation-based optimizer. The technique described is based on conditioning the application of rules on the derivation history of an element. Each plan maintains a set of rules that can still be applied on it without generating duplicates. We illustrate the approach with a restricted case of join reordering.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the generation of alternatives in Volcano GM93], which is representative of transformation-based query optimizers. Section 3 describes how, within the same framework, alternative join orders can be generated without duplicates, for acyclic query graphs. Finally our conclusions are given in Section 4.
Optimizer Framework
To show how duplicate free, transformation based generation of alternatives can be incorporated into modern query optimizers, the exploration algorithm of Volcano-type optimizers is described in some detail. The Volcano system consists of a single optimization layer to create a truly exible optimizer which can easily be adapted to new data-models and algebras. The optimizer's choices are represented as algebraic equivalences | transformation rules | and can be changed easily. One of the Volcano's search strategies is an exhaustive generation of alternatives, this is achieved by applying transformations until no new solutions are generated.
During this exhaustive generation, information about the alternatives explored is stored in a lookup Figure   1 . It has 7 equivalence classes, namely \abc", \ab", \bc", \ac", \a", \b", \c", with the rst class containing 6 join operators. For convenience, we name the classes with the relations that they combine. The rst join operator of class \abc" has as input the classes \ab" and \c".
An operator tree is obtained from a look-up table by choosing a speci c operator at each level. For example, the tree from Figure 2 is extracted from the look-up table in Figure 1 by always selecting the rst operator from a class.
In comparison to the total number of feasible evaluation orders the look-up table is an e cient way of storing the explored alternatives. However, the size of the look-up table is still considerable. Theorem 1 considers the completely connected graph to determine the upper bound on the size of the look-up table in case bushy evaluation orders are allowed. The look-up table is the most important and largest data structure used, so Theorem 1 is also an upper bound on the memory requirements of such optimizers. An equivalence class for k base relations describes all possible roots for these k relations. Every partition of the set of the k relations into left/right non-empty subsets corresponds to an operator in this class, so the number of elements in a class is 2 k ?2. Now the number of operators in the look-up table is the sum of all elements of all classes, which is:
Also OL90] considered the number of feasible join orders for completely connected query graphs when bushy evaluation orders are allowed. They found the maximum number of join operators to be (3 n ? 2 n+1 + 1)=2. The di erence is caused by the fact that the look-up table distinguishes between the left and right input of join operators and generates a class for each of the n base relations. Duplicates  2  2  4  1  3  12  15  10  4  120  54  71  5  1680  185  416  6  30240  608  2157  7  665280  1939  10326 Figure 3: Number of operators needed to represent all alternative evaluation orders for a completely connected query of n relations. For completely connected queries of several sizes, Figure 3 shows the number of alternative join orders and the number of operators needed to encode those trees using a look-up table. The last column shows the number of duplicates generated and is explained in Section 2.4
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Exploration process
To generate all alternative join evaluation orders, starting from a single join tree, we need two basic transformation rules, namely: commutativity (x ./ y) ! (y ./ x) and associativity ((x ./ y) ./ z) ! (x ./ (y ./ z)). This rule set is known to be complete, i.e. these rules are su cient to generate all possible join evaluation orders for a given query.
A complete look-up table | encoding a complete space | is constructed by recursively exploring the roots of operator trees, starting with an initial join evaluation order. Exploring an operator is done by exhaustively applying all transformation rules to generate all alternatives. This method is similar to the general approach as described in Section 1. Figure 4 shows the exploration algorithm. The initial look-up table is created by walking down a join tree and creating a class for each join operator. This join tree is selected arbitrarily from the space of valid join trees. To start the exploration we call EXPLORE-CLASS(C), with C being the root class of the initial lookup 
Exploration example
To see how duplicates are generated an action trace is described in detail. For the completely connected query on the relations \a; b; c," Figure 5 shows the look-up tables before and after exploring operator ab] ./ c]. In the \before" look-up / ac]) of the root class \abc" can be explored, all their children (\a","b","c" \ab","bc" and \ac") must be fully explored. This results in two new operators. All these operators were already stored in the look-up table. So, during the exploration of class \abc", 5 new operators and 7 duplicates were generated. In Figure 6 the operator generation graph shows which operators are generated by the commutativity rule (R c ) and the associativity rule (R a ). 
Duplicates generated
We derived a factor of b ? 1 of duplicate elements over new elements in the simple graph model of the introduction, where we also gave an example for a query of 5 relations. The naive model used there, however, did not take into account the lookup 3 Duplicate-free join order generation
To avoid the generation of duplicates, information about the behaviour of transformation rules is used. For example, if an element was generated by applying the commutativity rule, there is no point in applying that rule again, because it will result in the original element. To determine by which rule a join operator has been generated a \derivation history" is recorded for each element. This is done by keeping track of rules that are still worth applying GL95]. For example, the application of the commutativity rule will switch the commutativity rule o in the rule set of the resulting element.
In the next section, we present a set of transformation rules, together with an application schema, that generates all alternative \bushy" join trees for acyclic join queries, without generating duplicates. For example, consider a query with predicates between relations (w; x); (x; y); (y; z). Using the initial element wx] ./ yz] of a class and the fully explored classes of \wx" and \yz" the three transformation rules generate the following ve sets of elements. Sets 1,2 and 3 are generated using the initial element. Sets 4 and 5 are generated using the elements of set 1 and 2. Join wx] ./ yz] must be a valid join tree (i.e. no Cartesian products) of an acyclic query graph. Keeping a summary of the derivation history for each operator increases the memory requirements. However, the applicability of a rule can be encoded using a single bit per operator. With three transformation rules each operator then only needs 3 bits of memory to store the derivation history.
Theorem 3. No duplicates are generated when applying the transformation rules R 1 ; R 2 and R 3 .
Proof. Two operators can not be identical if they are both generated by the same rule (elements of the same set). Namely, rule R 1 is used to generate mirror images of operators, since the left and right operand will never be identical a duplicate can not be generated. 
Conclusion
In this paper we described the problem of generation of duplicate plans, for transformation-based optimizers that explore a space exhaustively. Despite the exponential size of the space, exhaustive search is used in practice. We are aware of at least two commercial DBMSs under development that are using a Volcano-type optimizer based on exhaustive search.
We showed that the number of duplicates exceeds the number of new elements even for small queries, and it increases dramatically with the size of the query. In particular, for the Volcano-type optimizers the ratio of duplicates over new elements is O (2 n log(4=3) ). The detailed complexity analysis developed here is the rst that we are aware of, for this type of optimizers.
Our approach to an e cient search is to keep track of the transformation rules that can still be applied without generating duplicates. The mechanism is described in detail, for the generation of all valid join trees for acyclic query graphs. 1 The conditioned application of rules can be incorporated easily in the existing framework of modern query optimizers, and preliminary tests corroborate that considerable performance improvements result from the large reduction of generated elements. For queries of 8 relations a performance improvement of a factor 3 to 5 has been achieved. For arbitrary sets of transformation rules it might be hard to transform them into an e cient set. However, the performance improvement gained by avoiding duplicate generation is signi cant in practice, and it should be used whenever possible.
Determining which set of arbitrary transformation rules can be converted into a duplicate-free set, and the interaction with other rules is our current focus of research.
